INTRODUCTION
The control of electric actuators plays a key role in the field of motion control called Mechatronics. Because the simplicity of a control, the DC motor have been the traditional choice for the accurate control with the very high dynamic performance for a large range. The actuators are hard and costly to construct for rapid applications and high power; it is heavy, with an important inertia of the rotor and large dimensions.
Since a long time the AC motor was the choice for industrial applications for high-power and constant speed. These actuators have advantages that the DC motor for simple rotor it has to be no brushes construction contrary to their nonlinear dynamics they have been considered unsuitable for high dynamic performance and hard to check.
The new discoveries in electronics powers as well as the apparition of new technologies of microprocessors lows the result of the advance's implementing non-linear checking exploiting ESPACE, DSP and AC machines have been replaced the DC machines in a large application's varieties, there are even plans in the future to replace the traditional choice of hydraulic and pneumatic actuators by the asynchronous motor. About applications include robotics, aviation, and space engines. Because of these factors, AC motors became interesting references problems to try new non-linear control. The challenge of the increasing number of applications and controlling problems has more the incentive to deal the physical systems class. The importance of electric actuators in industry thousands of paper, and book number with investigations in this field have published through the last thirty years, much time is lost, and it will be a hard undertaking to start all these approaches' details but this is not the objective of the work. The lack of natural decoupling between the inductor and rotor makes the control of the induction motor more difficult, opposite to its structural simplicity, the study of the modeling will be done in the usual context of simplifying hypotheses [1, 2] .
Amongst the various techniques of harmonic elimination used there is the technique of multilevel structures. The latter is able to generate numerous voltage levels at the output of the converter. However, the complexity of its structure constitutes an important disadvantage for the number of semiconductors increases with desired levels. [3] [4] [5] .
The principle of backstepping technique is to establish in a constructive manner the control law of the nonlinear system, considering some state variables as Virtual control and its interim control laws making The application of this backstepping technique on the IM depends on choosing a Lyapunov function [6] , ensuring the overall stability of the system. It presents the advantage of being robust to parametric variations of the machine and a good references pursuit. The association of backstepping technique with FOC control gives the induction machine control interesting qualities of robustness. [7, 8] .
This work is organized as follows. First, we present the model of IM. After that, we talk about the three-phase fivelevel NPC inverter. Next give a backstepping application on this IM model, where we will choose both current , as virtual control, we propose to eliminate the conventional PI controller in the FOC of the machine and replace them with control laws by backstepping. Finally, we give some simulation results.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The asynchronous motor can be described by five nonlinear differential equations, with two electric coordinates (stator current) and two magnetic coordinates (rotor speed), the stator voltages are the two physical inputs of the system. In a rotating frame d and q-axes, the IM is described by: 
where i sd , i sq , v sd , v sq , ϕ rd , ϕ rq , Ω, T l and ω s respectively denote the fluxes rotor, the voltage inputs stator, the currents stator, the angular speed, the loading torque and the stator frequency. The s and r subscripts refer to both rotor and stator. The setting are: 
we denote by R s and R r the resistances, L s and L r the self inductances, M the mutual inductance between the stator and rotor windings, P the number of pole-pair, J the inertia of the system (motor and load) and f v the viscous damping coefficient.
The assumptions are respectively presented:
1) The currents stator are capable for measurement also they show the measurable system´s outputs;
2) The load torque is unchanged, obscure and it is famous with its troubledness;
3) The resistance stator known as an overflowing parameter changing with temperature;
4) The remained parameters are given by offline identification with limited ambiguity and they are also fixed.
III. MULTILEVEL INVERTER MODELLING
The three-phase five-level NPC inverter, is demonstrated by Figure 1 , it has three arms of IGBT or MOSFET with antiparallel diode and three arms of two diodes. Whereas Table 1 shows the five-level output voltage according the states of the switches. 
PMW strategy is the most discussed method of the selected switching control methods (in the literature). This strategy is based on comparison between several triangular signals to a sinusoidal reference [9] [10] [11] [12] . In the case of fivelevel converter the strategy consists of comparing four triangular carries having the same frequency and amplitude to the sinusoidal reference. Thus, the reference waveform is placed in the middle of the carrier bands [13] [14] [15] .
IV. ROBUST BACKSTEPPING AND FIELD ORIENTED CONTROL
In this section, it is proposed to eliminate conventional PI regulators in vector control of the IM and replace them by backstepping control laws.
The controller design is done in two steps. First step, the control problem is to choose i sdref and i sqref in such a way to force Ω and ϕ rd to track their desired reference signals Ω ref and ϕ ref the second step is devoted to the current loops design: find the controls v sd and v sq such that the currents i sd and i sq converge fast to desired references i sdref and i sqref respectively. This design is detailed below.
Step 1: Start with the first equation of (2), we define e 1 , e 2 errors and representing respectively
The derivative of (2) is computed as
The first Lyapunov v 1 candidates chosen as:
So, the derivative of (4) is computed as:
The tracking objectives can be satisfied by choosing:
where k 1 and k 2 positive design constants that determine the closed loop dynamics.
The derivative of the function Lyapunov becomes:
so i sqref and i sdref are asymptotically stable.
Step 2: Define other errors signals about currents: we find:
With this definition, taking into account the system (3) the dynamics e 1 and e 2 are written:
From (9), the errors dynamics are given by:
where
Lyapunov function candidate is chosen following:
Its derivative is:
This equation can be rewritten in the following from
The choice k3 > 0 and k4 > 0 can be made such that ̇2 < 0. We choose the d-axis and q-axis voltage control input as:
So, (11) can be expressed as:
To show boundedness of all states, we can rearrange the dynamical equations from (10) and (17) ̇= (18) we can prove the boundedness of all the states, where A can be shown to be Hurwitz.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section we represent a simulation of the model of induction motor fed by a three-phase five-level voltage NPC inverter and controlled by the performing backstepping regulator, using MATLAB/SIMULINK. In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed controller, the testing was led at a high reference change. The dynamic response of IM is shown with Figures 2 to 6 , and Table. 2 illustrates the considered simulation parameters for the control system. Those results, shows; the stator voltage, the rotor speed and the rotor flux components in which present the performance of the backstepping control in the nominal case. It is observed that the rotor speed converges to the reference one without instabilities effects. As result the decoupling between the flux and the torque is better. In this paper, a nonlinear feedback controller based on a backstepping method for IM Fed by five-level NPC Inverter has been developed. To achieve global asymptotic stability of the proposed controller, Lyapunov theory is applied. Some simulation results were carried out to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed control system. It is pointed out that the robustness of the controlled IM drive against speed and load torque variations is guaranteed. Furthermore, the proposed control scheme decreases considerably the torque ripples and assures good speed tracking without overshoot.
